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ABSTRACT: Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), derived
from cellulose, provide us with an opportunity to devise
more sustainable solutions to current technological
challenges. Enantioselective catalysis, especially heteroge-
neous, is the preferred method for the synthesis of pure
chiral molecules in the fine chemical industries. Cellulose
has been long sought as a chiral inducer in enantioselective
catalysis. We report herein an unprecedentedly high
enantiomeric excess (ee) for Pd patches deposited onto
CNCs used as catalysts for the hydrogenation of prochiral
ketones in water at room temperature and 4 bar H2. Our
system, where CNCs acted as support and sole chiral
source, achieved an ee of 65% with 100% conversions.
Cryo-electron microscopy, high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy, and tomography were used for the
first time to study the 3D structure of a metal
functionalized CNC hybrid. It established the presence
of sub-nanometer-thick Pd patches at the surface of CNCs
and provided insight into the chiral induction mechanism.

Biomaterials are being intensely researched as replacements
for existing, nonsustainable systems used in fields such as

optics, electronics, environmental science, and catalysis.1

Modern bioresources blend applicability with sustainability-
linked properties including nontoxicity, earth abundance, and
biodegradability. Among them, cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs)
constitute an exciting example, featuring applications in the
polymer and paper industries2 and as supercapacitors,3 pH-
responsive reversible flocculants,4 hydrogels,5 aerogels,6 and
chiral materials.7 They are readily available from cellulose of both
vegetal and bacterial origin, through strong acid hydrolysis or
mechanical defibrillation.8 CNCs’ exciting properties arise from
their well-defined size andmorphology, high specific surface area,
high aspect ratio, high crystalline order and chirality, superior
mechanical strength, and controllable surface chemistry.1a,2b,9

Each CNC is a high-aspect-ratio nanocrystal of a homopolymer,
with a dimer of glucose, known as cellobiose, as the repeat unit
(Figure 1a). Recently, a deeper understanding of this nanoma-

terial was made possible via transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)-based tomography.10

Enantioselective catalysis has been the method of choice to
synthesize pure chiral molecules in the pharmaceutical and
agrochemical industry.11 This is largely achieved using
homogeneous catalysis, notably organocatalysis.12 The “chiral
pool”, provided by nature, is a classical resource for chiral
induction.13 For industrial applications, however, developing
heterogeneous versions of enantioselective catalysts is essential11

because of the importance of their easy separation and recycling
in this context,14 and nanoscience has been an important
contributor to creativity in this area.15

A typical, and very successful, strategy to induce chirality relied
on the use of 3D chiral molecules supported onto 2D material
acting as spectators (Figure 1b).16 The alteration of metal
surfaces with strongly interacting chiral modifiers also afforded
powerful catalysts.17 In all these cases, enantioselectivity
originated from a three-dimensional, chiral molecular arrange-
ment. The ability to use a 2D chiral structure, especially biobased,
to afford enantioselectivity has remained a challenge until today,
because the flat nature of such structures typically limited their
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Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). (b)
Scheme of a 3D chiral molecule-modified surface. (c) Scheme of the 2D
surface of a CNC featuring hydroxyl groups oriented in a chiral fashion.
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ability to interact effectively with incoming substrates (Figure
1c). In the literature, such 2D chiral materials of natural origin,
including quartz, silk fibroin, and cellulose,18 were used as
supports for metal or metal oxide catalysts yielding very poor
enantioselectivities. The best-known example of this route was
reported in the 1950s as a silk-supported Pd catalyst affording a
25% enantiomeric excess (ee) in the hydrogenation of
benzylidene oxazolidone.18a Harada and Yoshida used modified
cellulose−palladium catalyst for asymmetric hydrogenations,
where they could not obtain ee above 10% and the results were
irreproducible.18d,19

While amorphous chiral polymers have a limited ability to be
used directly as chiral inducers, highly crystalline and well-
defined CNCs have demonstrated interesting chiral properties,
mostly exploited in the framework of material science. CNCs in
concentrated aqueous suspensions adopt a chiral nematic
ordered phase. The formation of this anisotropic phase is
interesting as the molecules in these suspensions possess no
structural chirality. This property was exploited for producing
iridescent films,20 chiral mesoporous silica7c and carbon,7d chiral
plasmonic films by gold nanorods,7a and chirality-specific
hydrolysis of amino acid substrates.7b In the field of catalysis,
CNCs were used as supports for Pd and Au nanoparticles
(NPs).21 Pd NPs deposited onto CNCs were used for
hydrogenation and heck coupling reactions by us and others,22

while the Au counterparts showed activity toward 4-nitrophenol
reduction.23 Ag NPs were also deposited onto CNC and
demonstrated antibacterial activity.24 CNC composites, how-
ever, had so far never been applied in enantioselective catalysis.
Herein, we show that CNCs could be successfully used as 2D
chiral inducers and report an unprecedented 65% ee for the
hydrogenation of a prochiral ketone using palladium patches
deposited onto CNCs (PdPs@CNCs) in water. We also used
TEM tomography to establish the structure of the catalyst and
provide insight into the potential chiral induction mechanism.
In order to test the ability of CNC to serve as an

enantioselective support, we deposited Pd(0) at the surface of
CNCs, following a procedure developed by our group.22a CNCs,
in freeze-dried form, were resuspended in water and exposed to
an aqueous acidic PdCl2 solution (Scheme 1). PdCl2 could

interact with both hydroxyl groups at the CNC surface as well as
the sulfate ester groups introduced during CNC extraction from
cellulose. The solution was then exposed to mild H2 pressure,
causing Pd reduction and deposition onto the CNC surface,
yielding PdPs@CNCs.22a The resulting hybrid material was
active for the hydrogenation of phenol and the Heck reaction.
For the present work, we turned to hydrogenation of prochiral
ketones. The reaction proceeded well under mild conditions,
using 4 bar of hydrogen at room temperature in water. Under

these conditions, acetophenone (1) was 100% converted in 2 h,
with a yield of 87% for 1-phenylethanol (Scheme 2).

Interestingly, an ee of 7% was measured. Although very low,
this ee demonstrated that the CNC surface had some chiral
induction activity, as it was the only chiral source present. We
selected 4 more ketones with different substitution schemes and
steric bulk, in hope of achieving more exciting ees.
2−5 also gave 100% conversions and excellent yields. 2 and 3,

like 1, gave low ee between 5% and 7%. Hydrogenation of the
bulkier substrate 4, gave an increased ee of 21%. Interestingly, 5,
with an additional ether functionality susceptible to H-bond with
the CNC surface, afforded a high 65% ee, an unprecedented ee
for 2D chiral induction.
To evaluate the stability of this catalyst, recycling tests were

performed and demonstrated that the aqueous suspension of
PdPs@CNCs could be reused by simple phase separation up to
three times with no loss of activity and enantioselectivity. The
fourth and fifth cycles did lead to a drop in activity, but the
enantioselectivity was preserved (Supporting Information (SI),
Figure S1). Besides, no conversion was measured when using
unmodified CNCs or unsupported Pd NPs, which tended to
grow and form palladium black (SI, Table S1). To determine
whether the catalysis was truly heterogeneous, a poisoning
experiment using CS2 was also performed. The addition of 0.5
equiv of CS2 to the reaction mixture made the catalyst totally
ineffective under the reaction conditions used.25 These results
confirmed that (i) the reaction of hydrogenation happened
heterogeneously and palladium metal was the active catalyst, and
(ii) CNCs were not just a mere support to the Pd catalyst but
participated actively in the reaction. The CNC surface is lined
with hydroxymethyl groups at the sugar cycle C6 position
(Figure 1). These primary hydroxyl groups are pointing outward
in an organized, periodic, and chiral fashion, assigning a level of
molecular preorganization to the CNC surface (Figure 1a,c).
Remarkably, in this system, only CNCs possessed the chirality
necessary to explain the ee obtained, as large as 65% with
substrate 5. It is interesting to note as well that bulk around the
hydrogenated CO double bond was critical and justified an ee
enhancement from 7% to 25%, between substrates 1 and 4. The
results also suggested that an increased interaction of the
substrate with the CNC surface resulted in an increased ee.
Substrate 5 possessed an additional ether functionality
susceptible to improve interaction with polar surfaces such as
CNC, but also with metal surfaces.26 A complete morphological
characterization of the catalyst was performed to gain further
insight into the potential chiral induction mechanism.
The catalyst was thus imaged by TEM without heavy metal

staining. Imaging in cryo-TEM was carried out to investigate the
structure of the composite nanomaterial PdPs@CNCs under
conditions as close to native as possible. In 2014, cryo-TEM and

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the Catalyst PdPs@CNCs via
Hydrogenation of an Aqueous Mixture of a CNC Suspension
and a PdCl2 Solution

Scheme 2. Enantioselective Ketone Hydrogenation Using
PdPs@CNCs as Catalyst
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tomography were already used by Ikkala and coll. to obtain the
3D structure of unmodified CNC.8 In the present work, a thin
vitrified layer of an aqueous suspension of PdPs@CNCs was
imaged in a cryo-TEM with a direct detection device (DDD) at
an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. In order to have a comparison
stand point, we also analyzed under the same conditions a CNC
suspension exposed to PdCl2, without H2 reduction (PdCl2/
CNCs). Although PdCl2/CNCs is the precursor to PdPs@
CNCs, it is not active for hydrogenation catalysis.19a Cryo-TEM
images of both samples are presented in Figures 2 and S2−S12,

and all show well dispersed and well-defined CNC whiskers of
150−200 nm in length and 4−6 nm in width, which is in
agreement with values reported in the literature.2b Surprisingly,
no Pd NPs could be seen at this resolution for PdPs@CNCs
suspensions, the active catalyst in this study. A tilt series from
−60° to +60°was acquired on PdPs@CNCs and its 3D structure
was analyzed from the reconstructed tomograms (Figures 3 and

S13−S16, and SI movies S1 and S2). In both tomograms and
movies, CNC whiskers can be seen as individual rods, consistent
with the observations of Ikkala and coll.8 On the other hand, for
the PdCl2/CNCs sample, well-defined, high-contrast NPs of 2.7
± 0.4 nm in diameter were observed. These particles did not
appear to be correlated to the presence of CNCs. The
reconstructed tomograms of PdCl2/CNC (Figures S17 and
S18, and movies S3 and S4) showed that these particles were
segregated at the surface of the vitrified ice layer, and could be
caused by PdCl2 precipitation.
To complement these findings, both samples were air-dried on

Cu TEM grids and imaged at room temperature using a DDD
and a phase plate at 300 kV, enabling higher resolution images in
comparison to the images collected in cryo-TEM. Interestingly,

NPs were observed in both samples, but in far greater amounts
for the precursor, PdCl2/CNCs. More importantly, on PdPs@
CNCs sample grids, patches of Pd were seen on the surfaces of
the CNCs (Figures 4 and S19−S22). These patches appeared as

parallelepipeds of 2−5 nm in width and 5−20 nm in length
(Figure 4, right). Their very low contrast suggest that they are
possibly only a few atoms in depth. The quality of the images
obtained in terms of contrast for both the metal and the organic
phase simultaneous was remarkable. Energy-dispersive spectros-
copy (EDS) was carried out on both samples, and revealed the
presence of Pd in PdPs@CNCs and Pd and Cl in PdCl2/CNCs
(Figures S24 and S25). These results suggest the active catalyst,
PdPs@CNCs, was composed of CNC and Pd(0) originated
from the reduction of PdCl2, as established from EDS and the
catalytic activity. This metal was present as sub-nanometer-thick
patches deposited on CNC as observed in high resolution TEM,
but too thin to be observed in cryo-TEM.
In the TEM images obtained from the air-dried sample of

PdPs@CNCs, a few Pd(0) NPs of sizes ∼2−5 nm were
observed. Their absence in cryo-TEM demonstrates that these
were artifacts arising from the drying process. In past accounts,
including from our group,19a these were incorrectly thought to be
responsible for catalysis. In this work, the comparison of cryo-
TEM, which prevents drying-driven aggregation and better
preserves the near-native state of the suspension during catalysis,
with air-dried imaging using DDD and phase plate technologies
uniquely informs the true nature of PdPs@CNCs as a catalytic
material.
Subtle energy differences on the surface of the catalyst has

been demonstrated to result in efficient stereodirection.17a The
chiral arrangement of H-bonding groups on the CNC surface is
likely to be responsible for the prochiral substrates differentiation
and thus the high ee observed. On one end, the molecular
preorganization of hydroxyl groups at the CNC surface may
directly interact with the incoming pro-chiral substrate and orient
it along one orientation over the other. In this hypothesis, the
ketone reagent could interact simultaneously with the CNC
surface, to be preferentially oriented as a function of its prochiral
properties, and the Pd patches surface to be successfully
hydrogenated. The effect of catalyst support on the mechanism
of hydrogenation has been previously reported.27 Alternatively,
as the Pd patches observed were very thin, the CNC could lead to
the formation of a chirally active Pd surface, as has been observed
previously on Au NPs.28

Figure 2. Cryo-TEM images of PdCl2/CNCs (left) and PdPs@CNCs
(right).

Figure 3. TEM tomogram of PdPs@CNCs in cryo conditions.

Figure 4. TEM images of PdPs@CNCs recorded using a DDD. On the
left, few isolated CNCs featuring plates (red arrows) on their surface.
Larger NPs (black arrows) are very few and not physically linked to
CNC. On the right, a close up view of the area indicated by the box on
the left and revealing Pd patches.
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In this investigation, we have established the role of CNCs in
chiral induction in hydrogenation of prochiral ketones. Pd
patches are important for activating the hydrogenation reactions,
whereas the CNCs brought in the enantioselection. Cryo-TEM
and tomography in conjunction with DDD technology
demonstrated the direct contact between the Pd patches and
their low-density support. Conceptually, these results offer an
opportunity to use cellulose, in the form of the highly crystalline
CNC, directly in asymmetric catalysis. Our future work will focus
on expanding the scope of the reaction and improving
enantioselectivity by achiral surface modification of CNCs, and
kinetic investigations to establish further reaction mechanism(s).
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